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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Solutions Architect plans to migrate a load balancer tier
from a data center to AWS.
Several websites have multiple domains that require secure load
balancing. The Architect decides to use Elastic Load Balancing
Application Load Balancers.
What is the MOST efficient method for achieving secure
communication?
A. Let a third-party Certificate Manager manage certificates
required to all domains and upload them to the Application Load
Balancer
B. Create an SNI certificate and upload it to the Application
Load Balancer
C. Create a secondary proxy server to terminate SSL traffic
before the traffic reaches the Application Load Balancer
D. Create a wildcard certificate and upload it to the
Application Load Balancer
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2019/09/elastic-load
-balancing-network-load-balancers-now-supp
https://amazonaws-china.com/blogs/aws/new-application-load-bala
ncer-sni/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator is configuring load balancing
on a Citrix ADC appliance for the company web servers. The
administrator needs to create a custom monitor that will look

for a specific keyword response from the website and will be
used to keep the services in an UP state.
Which type of monitor can the administrator create to
accomplish this scenario?
A. A HTTP-ECV monitor with the keyword in the Special
Parameters - Receive String field.
B. A HTTP monitor with the keyword in the Special Parameters Response Codes field.
C. An UDP-ECV monitor with the keyword in the Special
Parameters - Receive String field.
D. A TCP monitor with the keyword in the Special Parameters Response Codes field.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
If a project manager is concerned with gathering, integrating,
and disseminating the outputs of all project management
processes, she should concentrate on creating a better:
A. WBS.
B. Project scope management plan.
C. Communications management plan.
D. Project management information system.
Answer: D
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